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In-Situ Measurement of Thermal
Barrier Coating Properties Via
Induction Phase Radiometry:
Methodology Development
This research introduces a new method for accurately measuring the thermal resistance of
thermal barrier coatings (TBCs), as typically used in gas turbine engines. The proposed
method involves periodic internal heat generation inside the airfoil in the vicinity of the
TBC-alloy boundary using low-frequency modulated induction heating through a coil. The
phase lag between the radiation flux emitted to the surroundings from the exposed side of
the TBCand the recorded voltage input to themodulated induction coil is proportional to the
thermal resistance (L2=a) of the thin film. A simplified analytical model is developed to
quantify the relationship between the lag as a function of the thermal resistance and
induction modulation frequency. Numerical experiments are conducted to solve the full
physics. Comparing the output with the simplified model, precision of 0.8% under ideal
conditions can be observed. Moreover, the robustness of the methodology to recover
properties is characterized by differing levels and types of noise levels, including Gaussian
and constant-lag biases. For the relevant application, it is found that the suggested approach
maintains a recovery error bound to range of 1–10%, dependent on input noise level.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4064457]

Introduction

Material Characteristics. Gas turbines for propulsion and
power generation applications operate at elevated temperatures to
maximize power density and efficiency. To this end, in addition to
improved alloy design, enhanced microstructures, and cooling,
insulating thermal barrier coating (TBC) layers are deposited on top
of metallic components. Their application areas include first- and
second-stage turbine vanes, blades, augmenters, combustors, and
burner can parts such as transition pieces and heat shields [1].
TBCs are complex, multifunctional thin films with low thermal

conductivity, excellent fracture toughness, and a large thermal
expansion coefficient compared to other oxides, which helps to
alleviate thermal stress. In gas turbine applications, the TBC
structure is double-layered and deposited on the exposed surfaces of
nickel or cobalt-based super alloy engine components. The first
layer, referred to as the bond coat, is a metallic film which aids in
protecting the substrate material against oxidation and corrosion in
addition to good adhesion to the thermally insulating ceramic
secondary layer. A typical cross section of a TBC layer is depicted in
Fig. 1, where the upper layer is the insulating ceramic layer, the
lower part of the image depicts the superalloy material, and the thin
bond coat is seen between them in a darker grayscale shade.
Currently, the two main processes used in industrial deposition of

TBCs are electron beam physical vapor deposition and plasma
spraying [2].
TBCs are required to exhibit high melting point, phase stability,

low thermal conductivity, and thermal expansion that matches with
the metal substrate so as to endure the challenging gas-turbine
thermo-mechanical environment. Due to its outstanding durability,
a 100lm to 2mm thick layer of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) in
its metastable tetragonal-prime structure is the prime TBC choice

Fig. 1 Cross sectional image of a ceramic thermal barrier
coatingdepositedvia electron-beamevaporationonasuperalloy,
reproduced from Ref. [5] (Creative Commons Attribution CC BY-
NC-ND 3.0 DEED @ 2005)
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for modern gas turbine blades [3]. With a typical Y2O3 weight
percentage of 7–8% within ZrO2, the diffusivity of YSZ is reported
in the 3:6� 5:6� 10�7 m2/s range, while the thermal conduction
coefficient is 0:42� 0:98 W/m K [4]. The thermal resistance
parameter, L2=a, reflects the structure’s ability to act as a barrier
between the harsh environment within the engine hot section and the
blade material and should be maximized [5].

Thermal Barrier Coating Deterioration. In a typical opera-
tional environment experienced by TBCs, several factors contribute
to the reduction of overall service life. Firstly, YSZ coatings are
susceptible to a phase transition, which occurs at around 1470K,
where the metastable t0-phase transforms to t-phase, which
transitions to a cubic and monoclinic phase during subsequent
cooling [6]. This change in the crystalline structure greatly increases
the sinter activity of YSZ, leading to reduced fracture toughness.
Secondly, environmental dust erosion is a major contributor to TBC
layer degradation as it causes material abrasion and simultaneously
degrades thermal properties due to particle ingestion [7]. The
erosion is then followed by infiltration of calcium-magnesium-
alumina-silicate (CMAS) that originates in dust deposits, which
leads to a rise in thermal conductivity and diffusivity, as well as
volumetric heat capacity due to media fraction and distribution
variations [8].
Considering these factors, TBCs must be routinely inspected to

ensure that they fulfill their function. Inspections are required to
avoid engine availability issues caused by high unscheduled engine
removal rates. To address this issue, there is a need for in situ
assessment of TBC thermo-mechanical properties.

Existing Thin Film Thermal Resistance Measurement Meth-
odologies. Existing TBC thermal performance measurement tech-
niques involve energetic excitation of the external surface of the
component of interest. The temperature response is subsequently
measured on the frontal or the back plane, depending on the
technique. The thermal properties of the sample can be assessed
through the solution to the one-dimensional heat conduction
problem. It is commonly assumed that a sample composition is
homogeneous and isotropic. The existing methods can be divided
into three different categories, depending on their boundary
condition and excitation types.
Constant excitation source techniques, such as the thin film

thermal conduction meter (TFTCM) [9], require a dedicated setup
with controlled environment to provide prescribed heat transfer
conditions of constant heat flux on one side, and a heat sink on the

other. Absent of significant lateral heat conduction losses or
radiation heat exchange, the effective thermal conductivity can be
measured through observations of cross-sectional temperature
evolution. Although high measurement accuracy within 65% can
be achieved through such an approach, the methodology intrinsi-
cally precludes in situ inspection applications.
The second category incorporates a temporal change in heat flux

boundary conditions. The laser flash [4] and pulsed thermal imaging
multilayer analysis (PTI-MLA) [10] techniques are based on
transient step forcing functions of the external surface, followed
by temperature evolution measurement of the same surface through
thermography or pyrometry. Although this approach is theoretically
suitable for in situ measurements and can provide accurate results, it
requires an extensive calibration and controlled environment due to
reliance on the magnitude of the temperature response.
The third category is a natural extension of the two prior

approaches which include measurement procedures that implement
periodic transient forcing. In this case, the relevant TBC parameters
can be deduced from the phase difference between the input and the
output signals, or from frequency characteristics, negating the need
for calibration. The most well-known of these methods is the
3-Omega technique [4], which uses a thin metal strip that is
fabricated on top of the ceramic layer to create an excitation and
measure the resulting response. Another approach is the photo-
acoustic technique (PAT), which resolves the properties of thin film
layers based on the evaluation of a photo-acoustic signal, which is
generated at the solid–gas interface as a result of laser irradiation
[11]. Both schemes are not suitable for in situ implementation, since
3-Omega requires on-surface addition of heat flux source, while
PATs experimental complexity limits the technique to a laboratory
setting and restricts its applicability to very thin samples (substrates
with thickness below2.5mmandTBCwith thickness below50lm).
The most advanced periodically excited methods are the Phase of

photothermal emission analysis (PopTea) [12] and the thermal wave
interferometry (TWI) techniques [13]. Both approaches use differ-
ent methods to determine material properties while both require the
phase lag between input irradiation and output emission to be known
so as to derive the material’s thermal properties. While PopTea is
based on solving transient heat transfer equations with a linear
radiation transport model to acquire an expression for phase, TWI
implements a more simplified term for the phase by assuming
independency of radiative parameters and applying a sensitivity
analysis.Due to the inherent nature of the 2-layermodel solution that
PopTea resolves, which contains an input signal passing through
both layers, it produces results with relatively high inaccuracy
(20%). Additionally, the invasive radiative measurement approach

Table 1 Summary of state-of-the-art thin-film thermal property evaluation methods

Method Description Accuracy In-situ capability and limitations

Steady-state boundary conditions methods

TFTCM Isolated specimen with heat flux source at its bottom 5% Not in-situ capable. Requires vacuum, antiradiant cell

Step change boundary conditions methods

Laser flash Temperature response due to laser pulse source 20% Not in-situ capable. Requires vacuum/inert cell
PTI-MLA Temperature response due to flash lamp pulse 2% Low in-situ capability

Requires enhanced emissivity coating, IR calibration,
and special optical equipment

Periodic excitation boundary conditions methods

3-Omega Temperature response due to AC electrical heating element 1–5% Not in-situ capable
Requires wire strapping

Photo-acoustic Measurement of acoustic waves created
by fluctuating heat generated via laser

10% Not in-situ capable
Requires closed cell

PopTea Phase of photothermal emission, created by laser heating 20% Requires an elliptical mirror, variable beam aperture,
signal modulator, CO2 laser, and an IR detector

TWI Phase of thermal waves from TBC-substrate interface interference 3–6% Not in-situ capable. Requires enhanced emissivity
coating. Requires same optical equipment as in PopTea
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requires complex equipment including an elliptical mirror, variable
beam aperture, signal modulator, CO2 laser, and an IR detector, and
is therefore not suitable for in situ gas-turbine inspection.
Moreover, methods that rely on a periodic excitation and

subsequent phase lag are incapable of decoupling sample thickness
from thermal properties. Instead, the thermal resistance analogy is
applied to quantify the state of the sample in question. When
performing heat conduction analysis, a common measure for the
ability to resist the temperature rise (DT) due to heat flux (Q) is
thermal resistance (Rn ¼ DT=Q). For rectangular slabs, the thermal
resistance is defined as,Rn ¼ L=kA, whereL is the plane thickness,A
is its area, and k is the thermal conductivity. This formulation can
also be described in terms of diffusivity to take the form of

Rn ¼ L2

amc
¼ L2

a
� 1
C

(1)

where a is the thermal diffusivity,m is the mass, c is the specific heat
capacity, and C is the heat capacity (C ¼ c � m). Since infiltration of
amorphousCMASchanges the volumetric heat capacitymarginally,
it can be considered a constant dependent on the TBC composition
and deposition methods, but largely invariant during the operational
life [8]. Then, monitoring of the ratio value R ¼ RnC ¼ L2=a
provides a good indicator of proportional deviations in TBC thermal
performance [12] from a reference state when C can be known.
The accuracies and in situ measurement capabilities of the

techniques are summarized in Table 1. The methods themselves and
relevant investigations are further described inAppendixA. It can be
concluded that due to various complexities associated with the
current state-of-the-art measurement techniques, there is no
available methodology that would allow a sufficiently accurate
and in situ measurement of TBC thermal performance directly on
installed turbine environments.

Motivation and Proposed Approach

Since thermal barrier coatings are developed to provide sustained
thermal protection for engine components, a reliable, nonintrusive,
and quantitative measurement that would assess the layer’s
thermophysical properties and microstructure (and thus determine
the coatings performance) is in high demand. In-situ health
monitoring of TBC performance (without removing it from the
engine) could lead to considerable cost savings and safety
improvements. However, measurement of the thermal resistivity
for thin ceramic coatings remains to be one of the more complicated
problems. In this light, this paper aims to present a new in situ, high-
accuracy, and calibration-free measurement technique that attempts
to address this critical gap.
In our approach, a high-frequency carrier signal (in the order of

100 kHz), is modulated by a low-frequency wavelength (of
approximately 1Hz) in order to produce periodic inductive heating
near the metal boundary of a TBC coating. To accurately measure
the phase difference between the excitation and thermal response,
the necessary experimental equipment consists of a function
generator with signal modulation capabilities, an induction
amplifier, a coil, and a sampling pyrometer with a measurement
frequency in the kHz range. Then, the time series associatedwith the
voltage input to the coil and the pyrometer output proportional to the
radiation flux are simultaneously recorded using a data acquisition
device and sampled across a range of sweep frequencies. In the
frequency domain, the resulting useful information is the phase of
the radiation flux with respect to the coil’s low-frequency
modulation signal varied across a predetermined range. Then, the
thermal resistance of the coating can be found by minimizing the
error between the analytical model and the phase measurements in a
weighted least squares scheme.
Considering that the proposed technique does not rely on

magnitude of the temperature response, the need for emissivity
calibration and controlled environment is eliminated. Moreover, the
thermal resistance of the thin coating is resolved with a high

accuracy since heat is generated internally, as opposed to all other
techniques which require energy transfer through the ceramic. In-
situ capability is obtained, as there is no need for a controlled
environment.

Recovery Method Development

Induction Heating. A periodically varying voltage applied to a
wire results in an alternating current (AC) flow. In turn, a time-
varying magnetic field is produced, which induces eddy currents in
electrically conductive objects located in its vicinity. Although there
are many types and shapes of inductors, the most common one is the
solenoid multiturn coil, Fig. 2. Then, the distribution of electrical
field lines can be determined via Maxwell equations with the quasi-
steady approximation [14]. These induced currents have a frequency
equal to that of the coil current and produce heat via the Joule effect.
This phenomenon is known as induction heating [15].
In the scope of the current research, the internal heat generation is

introduced into the parent material layer, which is the super-alloy
substrate. The power P is thermalized in accordancewith Joule’s law

P ¼ I2Rel (2)

where I and Rel are eddy current and electrical resistance,
respectively. In the high-frequency limit, the current distribution
and resulting thermalization become concentrated near the surface
of the substrate, commonly known as the skin effect.
Then, the spatial current density distribution I along the

workpiece thickness from the interface boundary x, can be
represented by the following [15]:

I xð Þ ¼ I0e
�x=d (3)

where I0 is the surface current density (A/m3). The penetration
depth, d, which contains approximately 86% of the power, can be
evaluated using [15]

d ¼ 503

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qel
lrfc

r
(4)

where fc is the carrier frequency of the electromagnetic fieldHz,lr is
the relative permeability, and qel is the electrical resistivity of the
material. In a simple rectangular conductor, the relation between
resistivity (qel) and resistance (Rel) is

Rel ¼ qell
Ac

(5)

where l is the length of the conductor and Ac is its cross-sectional
area. Through substitution, the spatial term of the heat generation
density function (W/m3) can be found as

g xð Þ ¼ RelI xð Þ2 ¼ qell
Ac

I20e
�2x= 503

ffiffiffiffiffi
qel
lr fc

ph i
(6)

In following, the 1-D heat conduction problem with internal
generation term can be solved for a semi-infinite slab made of

Fig. 2 Multiturn solenoid inductor coil [15]
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Inconel 625 (with a relative permeability of 1.006 and resistivity
1.29 lX �m), see Ref. [16] for full solution. Figure 3 portrays the
power density distribution for different excitation frequencies. At
the high-frequency limit, most of the heating occurs near the edge of
the substrate. Therefore, a carrier frequency (fc) of O 105 Hzð Þ is
used to create the induction process.While such frequencies are vital
for the internal generation, the diffusive characteristics of Fourier
heat conduction processes decay these oscillations across short time
and length scales. Then, in order to study the response of the thin
ceramic film attached, the carrier signal must be modulated at a
significantly lower frequency fm of O 1Hzð Þ.

Model Solution of Phase Response. Consider a two-layer slab
comprised of a ceramic coating and ametallic substrate layer subject
to induction heating with a conducive carrier frequency, Fig. 4. The
phase-lag solution from the electrical source to the temperature at
the TBC boundary is broken down into a series of consecutive
transfer functions that represent induction heating, diffusion across
the substrate to the backside of the TBC coating, and the conduction
process across the TBC coating to the exposed surface (summarized
in Fig. 5). Note that phase lag may also be dependent on the
properties of the bond coat, that usually exists in TBC deposition.
However, the phase-lag contribution is undoubtedly small given
typical thickness of bond coats; therefore, its effect is neglected in
the scope of this paper.
Due to the extremely low efficiency of induction heating at the

modulation frequency (1 Hz), the carrier frequency is solely
responsible for the thermalization of the electrical energy into
internal generation. Themodulation frequency simply acts as a time-
varying gain on the generation power itself. Therefore, a modulated
form of the internal generation Joule heating term is derived from

Maxwells equations. Consider an induction coil that is being
supplied by an alternating current of amplitude I0, carrier frequency
xc. The electric field from the coil surface boundary is described as

E ¼ E0 cos xctð Þ (7)

where E is the electrical field time distribution and E0 is its
amplitude. The current density field established within the
conductive substrate material is described by, assuming the
displacement current is negligible

I ¼ rE (8)

The solution to a current oscillation inside a good conductor induced
by a coil’s electromagnetic field is derived from Maxwell’s
equations describe the current within the conductor [17]

I xð Þ ¼ rE0e
� xþdð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
xclr
2

p
cos xct� xþ dð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xclr
2

r !
(9)

where the skin depth is defined as d ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=xclr

p
, which is

equivalent to the common term introduced earlier, and d is the
distance from the induction coil to the substrate material

I xð Þ ¼ rE0e
�xþd

d cos xct� xþ d

d

� �
(10)

The internal heat generation distribution is

g x, tð Þ ¼ I2xRs ¼ r2E2
0Rs

2
1þ cos 2xct� 2 xþ dð Þ

d

� �� �
e�

2 xþdð Þ
d

(11)

When the induction is modulated at frequencies that do not induce a
significant electromagnetic field in the substrate, considering that
the timescales between carrier and modulation frequencies are
several orders of magnitude apart, this modulation can be applied
directly on the generation term

g x, tð Þ¼r2E2
0Rs

4
1þcos 2xct�2 xþdð Þ

d

� �� �
1þcos xmtð Þð Þe�2 xþdð Þ

d

(12)

where Rs is the effective substrate resistance, l is the magnetic
permeability, r is the electrical conductivity and xm is the
modulation frequency. (In real application, note that the generation
is also dependent on the coil standoff distance, surface curvature,
and other geometrical complexities, which may create limitations
for this technique.) Depicted in Fig. 6, the generation term is
considered for a typical substrate thickness of a turbine blade
Lsub¼4mm, i.e., for the range of x¼ [0,Lsub].

Fig. 3 Power density distribution (Skin effect) inside 4[mm]
Inconel 625 sample for different frequencies normalized by R�I2

Fig. 4 Schematic of the induction heating and associated
diffusion problem

Fig. 5 Breakdown of the induction heating and diffusion
problem into a series of consecutive transfer functions, each
with a phase-lag contribution
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To obtain the transfer function that relates the TBC-substrate
interface temperature to the input current signal, the following 1D
nonhomogeneous Fourier heat conduction boundary value problem
is to be solved for the substrate

Tx¼Lsub ¼ 0, k
@T

@xx¼0
þ hTx¼0 ¼ 0;

1

a
@T

@t
¼ @2T

@2x
þ g x, tð Þ

k

(13)

The boundary condition T¼ 0 at x¼ Lsub, represents a shifted fixed
temperature, adapted for convenience and generality of the solution.
The boundary condition at x ¼ 0 simply assumes a conduction of
heat proportional to the temperature at the interface. Although the
more precise approach is to solve themultislab problem and obtain a
solution that can then be inter-rogated between the slab layers to
obtain the local phase-lag, this would preclude a physically
insightful breakdown of the various transfer functions that make
up the phase-lag. Nevertheless, it is observed that the phase-lag
solution is insensitive to the precise boundary condition and a direct
result of the internal generation distribution. In the following,
substituting for the generation term (Eq. (12)), the phase lag solution
is obtained.

For typical excitation frequencies, Fig. 7 shows the envelope of
phase variation as a function of substrate thickness for the bounds of
Inconel conductivities and diffusivities. Considering the two
different diffusivity properties, the phase relation is nearly identical
for substrate thicknesses less than 5mm.At substrate scales of 10�4 m,
the thin layer assumption holds, and the phase lag converges to
zero. In the large thickness limit, the phase lag reaches a maximum
value of around 3p

8
. Typically, the geometry and properties of the

inner core structure of the turbine blade are well known, thus
allowing for the exact lag contribution to be estimated when
necessary.
For the final transfer function, the nonhomogeneous forcing

Dirichlet boundary condition is considered at the interface of a one-
layer TBC slab. However, this approach clearly does not consider
the effects of curvature and multidimensional conduction in the
specimen, where the one-dimensional heat conduction assumption
might not hold.
Consider a single TBC layer with a nonhomogeneous boundary

condition on the backside representing Joule electrical heat
generation and homogeneous Robin boundary condition on the
front side, representing conductive and convective heat losses.
Radiative heat losses can be safely ignored asmean temperature and
its variations are anticipated to be small. The heat transfer problem is
described as follows:

Tx¼0 ¼ f tð Þ ;
@T

@t
¼ a

@2T

@2x
; k
@T

@xx¼L
þ hTx¼L ¼ 0

(14)

where T denotes the temperature, a ¼ k=qCp is the thermal
diffusivity, f tð Þ is a time-dependent surface generation term at the
coating-substrate interface and h is the convective heat transfer
coefficient at the exposed side of the TBC layer. Note that there is no
heat generation term within the TBC, as it is manifested in the
nonhomogeneous boundary condition at x¼ 0. We are interested in
describing a transfer function for the evolution of the temperature
field between x¼ 0 and x¼L, where L is the TBC thickness. The
transfer function will enable us to operate on the input to get the
phase of the output. For this, we can simply solve the equation in
frequency space (applying a Laplace transform)

L T x, tð Þð Þ ¼ �T s, xð Þ ¼
ð1
0

T x, tð Þe�stdt (15)

The equations become

�Tx¼ 0 ¼ f sð Þ ; s �T ¼ a
d2 �T

dx2
;

k
d �T

dxx¼ L
þ h �Tx¼L ¼ 0

(16)

Solving for the boundary conditions yields

�T s, xð Þ ¼

�f sð Þ e�
ffiffi
s
a

p
x þ e

ffiffi
s
a

p
x�2Lð Þ

k

ffiffiffi
s

a

r
�h

k

ffiffiffi
s

a

r
þh

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

1þ e�2
ffiffi
s
a

p
L

k

ffiffiffi
s

a

r
�h

k

ffiffiffi
s

a

r
þh

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

(17)

In order to prepare a transfer function, the function in x¼L and in
x¼ 0 is calculated

�T s, 0ð Þ ¼ �f sð Þ (18)

Fig. 6 Normalized substrate internal generation distribution for
a typical turbine superalloy

Fig. 7 Phase lag between TBC-substrate interface and input
modulation signal (d/11d/2) with varying substrate thickness for
max and min Inconel properties, fc5100, 000Hz , fm51Hz
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�T s, Lð Þ ¼
�f sð Þe

ffiffi
s
a

p
L2k

ffiffi
s
a

p
e2

ffiffi
s
a

p
L k

ffiffiffi
s

a

r
þ h

 !
þ k

ffiffiffi
s

a

r
� h

 ! (19)

By definition, the transfer function is the ratio between the output
and input

H sð Þ ¼
�T s, Lð Þ
�T s, 0ð Þ ¼

2e
ffiffi
s
a

p
L

e2
ffiffi
s
a

p
L þ 1

� �
þ h

k

ffiffi
a
s

p� �
e2

ffiffi
s
a

p
L � 1

	 
 (20)

Rearranging the transfer function to a more convenient expression
and setting s ¼ ix

H ixð Þ ¼ 1

cos 1� ið ÞWoð Þ þ 1þ ið Þ
2

Bi

Wo
sin 1� ið ÞWoð Þ

(21)

whereBi ¼ hL=k is theBiot number andWo ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xL2=2a

p
, alludes to

the Womersley number. The Wo nondimensional parameter
represents the ratio between the pulsatile thermal forcing and the
retarding effect of heat diffusion. Then, the phase of the transfer
function is defined as:

d/3 ¼ tan�1 Im H ixð Þð Þ
Re H ixð Þð Þ

" #
þ /D (22)

where

/D ¼ p �min
Re H ixð Þð Þ
Re H ixð Þð Þ�� �� , 0

( )
(23)

This gives

d/3 ¼ tan�1

Bi

2Wo

�sin Woð Þþ
cos Woð Þ tanh Woð Þ
� �

�
sin Woð Þ tanh Woð Þ

Bi

2Wo

sin Woð Þþ
cos Woð Þ tanh Woð Þ
� �

þ
cos Woð Þ

2
66666664

3
77777775
þ /D (24)

Several observations can be drawn from Eq. (23). If Biot number is
sufficiently large, O Bi=2Woð Þ � 1, or small O Bi=2Woð Þ � 1, the
equation is reduced to a form that has no Biot number dependency

Bi=2Wo � 1 !
d/3 � tan�1 � tan Woð Þ þ tanh Woð Þ

tan Woð Þ þ tanh Woð Þ
� �

þ /D
(25)

Bi=2Wo � 1 !
d/3 � tan�1 � tan Woð Þ tanh Woð Þ½ � þ /D

(26)

Independent decoupling of L and a from the prescribed frequency
and the measured phase response requires the phase angle to be a
function of both Bi and Wo and is therefore impossible for the low
and high Biot number limits. Instead, L and a can only be recovered
when Bi is ofO 1ð Þ, however, since the TBC thickness is typically of
the O 10�4 mð Þ and its thermal conductivity is of O 1W=mKð Þ, this
Biot number condition can only be satisfied when the heat transfer
coefficient becomes sufficiently high (h is of O 104 W=m2K

	 

or

when using very low modulation frequencies of O 10�2 Hzð Þ. This
observation renders direct decoupling of L and a impractical and
necessitates a different approach.
Hence, the figure of merit for performance/health monitoring

used in this work is thermal resistance, R ¼ L2=a, which

simultaneously relies on the TBC thickness and its thermal
diffusivity while increasing as a response to both conducive trends
(thicker layers or coatings with lower thermal diffusivity). In
addition, this value does not rely on Biot number, and since
excitation frequency is a known parameter, L2=a can be recovered
directly fromWo. In the case of the present effort, Bi is of O 10�4ð Þ
and thus reduced formulation derived in Eq. (26) can be
implemented to evaluate Wo from the phase angle.

Limits on Modulation Frequencies Band. There are practical
limits that define the acceptable ranges of modulation frequencies
for the tested sample, which are affected by several considerations.
The first consideration is a consequence of periodicity of the phase
response, Fig. 8. TheWo range should be anticipated to ensure that
there is a one-to-onemapping to themeasured phase lag. This can be
achieved by ensuring a frequency range that yields a Wo value that
does not exceed p. An additional constraint to the upper bound
measurement is related to the magnitude of heat transfer function,
Fig. 9. For all Biot numbers, it can be observed that the active
bandwidth, for which the magnitude of the thermal variations is
halved, occurs at aWomersley number of p/2, and a 90% signal drop
occurs around a Womersley number of p. Therefore, we shall
impose Wo< p/2 to ensure a sufficiently strong output signal.
Additionally, the critical consideration for the optimal modu-

lation frequency is to ensure that there is a high degree of phase
variation for small perturbations inWomersley number. To this end,
a sensitivity analysis is conducted on the closed-form solution for
phase (Eq. (26)) at small Biot numbers to determine the bounds of
Wo. The derivative @d/3=@WO is

@d/3

@Wo
¼ �

1þ tan2 Woð Þ	 

tanh Woð Þ

þ tan Woð Þ 1� tanh2 Woð Þ	 

tan2 Woð Þtanh2 Woð Þ þ 1

(27)

This equation has a minimum atWo¼ 0, an inflection point atWo ffi
3p/8, and a linear dependency

@d/3

@Wo ¼ 1
� �

for Wo> 3p/4, Fig. 10.

The frequency measurement lower bound can be determined
according to desired phase variation detectability. It is suggested
that a phase-Wo sensitivity greater than 0.2 is satisfactory, which
corresponds to a minimum Womersley Number of 0.1.
An additional consideration for in situ experiment is the selection

of the frequency lower bound to be determined by the desired time
period for the induction heating procedure. Estimating that a cycle of
up to 10 s is acceptable, a frequency in the range of 0.1Hz would be

Fig. 8 Relationship between transfer function phase (d/3) and
thermal Womersley number for various Biot numbers at the free
surface
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required. Typical thicknesses and diffusivities of TBCs provide an
approximate Womersley number

Wo ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xL2

2a

r

 1

2

ffiffiffiffi
x

p
(28)

Thus, taking all these considerations into account, the Womersley
number and corresponding modulation frequency range is estab-
lished as

2

5
< Wo <

p
2

0:1Hz < fm <
p
2
Hz

(29)

In practice, due to the presence of measurement noise, multiple
observations should be conducted to reduce uncertainties.

Phase Measurement Results and Analysis

Thermal Property Recovery Under Ideal Conditions. In an
experimental setting, the baseline experimental apparatus must

include a function generator with signal modulation capabilities, an
induction amplifier, a coil, and a sampling pyrometer with
measurement frequency of the kHz order to ensure a high resolution
of the phase shift. A voltage data acquisition device can be used to
store the voltage input to the coil and the radiation flux proportional
pyrometer output simultaneously. The data is collected by sweeping
across a predefined range of frequencies. The recorded signal
includes the time series of the pyrometer’s radiation flux reading and
the phase of this reading in the frequency domain, relative to the low-
frequency modulation signal imposed on the induction coil. Given a
collection of frequency-domain experimental data across relative
phase shift and frequency pairs (/,x), finding the thermal resistance
will require solving for R ¼ L2=a on a best-fit basis.
In the scope of the present work, numerical experiments are

conducted. The physics of the problem are generated using the full
analytical phase expression (Eqs. (21) and (22)), which captures the
real heat conduction phenomena, absent of any assumptions

d/3 ¼ f x
*
, R
*
, Bi

� �
(30)

For any given thermal resistance R, Fig. 11 illustrates the resultant
relationship between the phase angle /, and modulation frequency
x at typical Bi¼ 5� 10�4. This is the information that is captured
by the pyrometer phase in reference to the induction coil modulation
signal and represents the ideal measurement conducted for any
thermal resistance value.
Then, the model is used to approximate the phase content for a

range of frequencies, which are described by the reduced Eq. (26),
providing

/r ¼ f x
*
, R
*

� �
(31)

Let us consider a typical TBC, with a thickness L of 5�10�4 m, and
thermal diffusivity a of 4�10�7 m2/s, yielding a thermal resistance
value of Ro¼ 0.625 s. In following, controlling our induction coil,
we should conduct a modulation frequency sweep across [0 2] Hz.
Then, an error functionD/ can be defined to quantify the difference
between the experiments, and themodelur such that it is wrapped in
the interval [�p, p]

D/ x
*
,R

� �
¼ p�

������d/3 x
*
,Ro,Bi

� �
� ur x, R

*
� ����� p

��� (32)

Figure 12 depicts a graphical representation of the absolute average

error across all frequencies D/ R
*
� ���� ���. The minimum value of the

expression min D/
�� �� leads to the correct retrievalRr of prescribedRo

Fig. 9 Relationship between transfer function magnitude
H ixð Þ�� �� and thermalWomersley number for various Biot numbers
at the free surface

Fig. 10 Sensitivity of phase variation (›d/3=›WoÞ for small Biot
numbers

Fig. 11 Relationship of phase angle d/3, with respect to
modulation frequency x and thermal resistance R at typical
Bi5531024
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and is obtained through implementation of the ’fminsearch’
optimization algorithm in Matlab.
Expanding these measurements for a range of TBC samples with

Ro [0.01�10] s under Bi [10�5�0.01], (derived from h/k range
[0.1�10]m�1,L range [10�4�10�3]m, a range [10�7�10�6]m2/s),
Fig. 13 presents the error in Ro recovery under ideal conditions. For
all scenarios, the maximum error observed is 0.8%, occurring at the
high Biot numbers and low thermal resistances.

Sensitivity to Measurement Noise

To assess the robustness of the property recoverymethod, noise is
introduced into the governing parameters. The first type of noise
considered is on the modulation frequency due to an uncertainty in
the induction amplifier system dynamics. The probabilistic nature of
experimental apparatus is assumed to have a Gaussian probability
distribution function

xn ¼ xs þ x0

x0 
 N 0, rxð Þ (33)

where xs is desired frequency set value, rx is standard deviation
representing the level of frequency noise, and xn is the resulting

noisy frequency. Figure 14 depicts an example of a noisy frequency
signal, with xs ¼ 1Hz and rx ¼ 2%. The bias in the frequency
leads to a bias in the phase between the input power signal and the
output temperature response. This causes an uncertainty in the phase
values, which negatively impacts the ability to accurately recover
properties by introducing errors in the recovered properties
compared to the true specimen values.
The second type of noise considered is due to a potential phase lag

in the radiometric measurements, assumed to be a constant delay
inherent to the pyrometer output. One source of this noise can be due
to response time characteristics of the device, or the 2-D effects
associated with its spot size. However, another noise source can
stem from the finite penetration depth of the IRwavelengths into the
cross section of the slab.
Considering that the YSZ transparency and emissivity charac-

teristics are a function of wavelength, as well as dependent on the
introduction of contaminants over the lifetime of the part [18], it is
challenging to quantify the impact of transmittance (which
approaches 0% in the 8–11micron range) and bound it with a long
wave IR penetration depth. Nevertheless, it would be expected that
the manifestation of this phenomena would induce an averaging
effect of phase information across the cross-section, which could be
considered an additional constant lag to the measurements.
However, the exact magnitude associated with this lag remains
unknown, without future experimental studies.
Nevertheless, the mathematical representation of the second

noise type is modeled by

un ¼ us þ uC (34)

uC ¼ Const (35)

where /s is presumably the real phase representing thermal
response, /C is a constant phase lag bias, and /n is the actual
measured phasewith noise.Note that for simplicitywe call the phase
u instead of d/3. The second noise type directly affects the recovery
method by introducing bias into the optimization process. In this
study, we analyze the error that results from the combination of both
noise types. Figure 15 depicts an example of a signal containing a
frequency noise with xs ¼ 1Hz and rx ¼ 2%, and phase noise lag
uC ¼ p=6.
The impact of noise on property recovery is evaluated by

introducing prescribed noise into synthetic data inputs based on the
two different noise types. In the first type, noise is added to the
frequency before phase calculation, and in the second type, noise is

Fig. 12 Recovery of thermal resistance R from minimization of
phase angle error function for nominal synthetic specimen
with properties L5531024 m, a5431027m2/s, at typical
Bi5531024

Fig. 13 Normalized percent error in recovery of sample thermal
resistance Ro for range of specimens with different R and Biot
values

Fig. 14 An exemplary current output signal from the induction
coil amplifierwithdeviations from intended frequencyofxs51 Hzð Þ
and rx52%, where the ideal signal is depicted in bright color
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added to the phase before the fitting process. The second type of
noise is also analyzed using a noisy frequency to evaluate the
combined effects of both noise types. This methodology is then
repeated for different values of thermal properties and noise levels
for both noise types to determine the bounds of error values. The
error value of interest is defined as the difference between the
specimen’s thermal resistance (used to create synthetic data
simulations representing actual measured specimens) and the
predicted thermal resistance obtained using the recovery method-
ology with noise.
The probabilistic nature of noise requires repeating the recovery

process for high number of iterations, each with a unique
combination of frequency and phase error value. To ensure robust
results, a total of 200 Monte Carlo simulations (MCSs) are
conducted. This generates enough data to accurately capture the
stochastic behavior of the system. The converged maximum error is
determined through 10 different modulation frequency sweep
measurements that form an overdetermined system of equations.
Figure 16 shows the results of the normalized percent error in

recovering thermal resistance R for different levels of frequency
noise (rx range) and varying number of independent frequency
sweep measurement observations.

For the highest noise level on the modulation frequency 0.2Hz,
even in the worst-case scenario with only two independent
frequency sweep measurements, the error in thermal resistance
estimation is below 10%. This is a pessimistic estimate for the
modulation frequency error, as it has the same order of magnitude as
its nominal value. More reasonable levels of frequency deviation
(0.05–0.1 Hz) yield thermal resistance recovery within an error
range of 2–4%. Moreover, the benefits of increased number of
frequency sweep measurements seem to level off at around 10
independent observations, maintaining a thermal resistance estima-
tion error below 5%.
In this light, the impact of additional phase noise at different

values is analyzed for 10 independent frequency sweep observa-
tions. Figure 17 presents the results of the normalized percentage
error in recovering thermal resistance for a combination of
frequency and phase noise. The upper bound of phase noise is
selected due to the characteristics of commercial pyrometers which
generally offer response time in the order of hundreds of
microseconds and a frequency in the range of kHz. While a
maximum recovery error of 10% is observed in the highest levels of
combined noise, more moderate values around 5% are expected for
phase lag deviation of 0.05 rad order.

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, the authors introduce a newmethod for determining
the thermal resistance of thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) using a
measure of phase difference between the imposed periodic
induction heating and resultant surface radiometry signal. This
technique has the advantage of not requiring calibration, as it is
independent of the signal strength. The one-dimensional heat
transfer problem is solved, assuming that most of the generation
occurs near the back of the TBC layer, substantiated by the analysis
of Joule heating considerations in Maxwell equations. The
temperature input–output across the coating’s transfer function is
found to depend solely on Biot andWomersley numbers. Then, this
expression can be used to determine thermal properties by sweeping
the modulation frequency and measuring the relative phase of the
surface radiation. Additionally, a simplified expression that depends
solely on the thermal Womersley number is deduced, exhibiting
validity for conditions typical to TBCs. This nondimensional
quantity is shown to be proportional to thermal resistance, taking
into account both the thickness (degradation) and the thermal
conductivity (increase) effects.
In order to identify the acceptable potential noise levels for the

circuit design of a future experimental method demonstration, a

Fig. 15 An exemplary current output signal from the induction
coil amplifierwithdeviations from intended frequencyofxs51Hz
and rx52%, and constant phase lag shift of uC5p=6, where the
ideal signal is depicted in green

Fig. 16 Normalized percent error in recovery of thermal
resistance for range of modulation frequency noise and number
of independent frequency sweep observations

Fig. 17 Normalized percent error in recovery of thermal
resistance for range of modulation frequency and phase lag
noise levels, while sampling 10 independent frequency sweep
observations
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synthetic data with varying levels of noise is generated based on the
mathematical model, quantifying the error propagation to property
recovery. However, this approach cannot account for any small
errors that can stem from assumptions or approximations that went
into developing the technique and future studies will address this
challenge experimentally.
Nevertheless, based on typical values for TBC properties,

synthetic data of phase versus frequency is created to numerically
test the sensitivity of the method for recovering thermal resistance.
Suitable bounds for the frequency sweep range are determined by
examining the analytical phase-Womersley relation. The phase
output is estimated for a frequency range, and the associated thermal
resistance is predicted on a best-fit basis. Comparing the reduced
order simplified expression with the full numerical solution that
mimics the real-world physics, the method is shown to predict the
thermal resistance within a normalized error of 0.8%.
In order to capture experimental conditions, a noise-sensitivity

analysis is conducted imposing an uncertainty in modulation
frequency, and phase lag. The number of independent frequency
sweep observations required to reach estimation error convergence
is found to be around 10 for a broad range of conditions. For the
worst case of combined noise, a maximum error of 10% in thermal
resistance recovery is expected and for more representative noise
levels, the resulting error is projected to be around 2–5%.
In conclusion, the described induction phase radiometry is

believed to be conducive to in situ monitoring of thin ceramic film
thermal resistance in between engine overhauls, considering that the
approach is based on: (1) internal heat generation by induction rather
than external excitations, (2) relative phase lag difference between
the generation and surface temperature response, which is a weak
function of external boundary conditions and independent of surface
emissivity, (4) low number of required redundant frequency sweep
samples to minimize experimental uncertainties, yielding high
accuracy estimates resilient to noise. In a future study, the authors
intend to demonstrate the technology experimentally, considering
that the real engine parts have complex curved geometries, where
the relative location and orientation of induction coils may be
important. Moreover, the presented framework assumes 1-D
conduction and opaque-body radiation, ignoring the multidimen-
sional heat transfer effects whose influence should be quantified in
representative conditions.
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Nomenclature

A ¼ area of slab
AC ¼ alternating current
Ac ¼ conductor cross-sectional area
Bi ¼ Biot number
c ¼ specific heat capacity
C ¼ heat capacity

CMAS ¼ calcium-magnesium-alumina-silicate
Cp ¼ heat capacity at constant pressure
d ¼ distance from the induction coil to substrate material
E ¼ electrical field
E0 ¼ electrical field amplitude
f(t) ¼ time dependent surface generation term
fc ¼ carrier frequency
fm ¼ modulation frequency

g(x) ¼ heat generation density function

h ¼ convective heat transfer coefficient
H ¼ transfer function
I ¼ current
i ¼ imaginary number

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

I0 ¼ surface current density
Im() ¼ imaginary component

k ¼ thermal conductivity coefficient
l ¼ conductor length
L ¼ coating Thickness
m ¼ mass

MCS ¼ Monte Carlo Simulation
N() ¼ normal distribution
P ¼ power

PAT ¼ photo-acoustic technique
PopTea ¼ phase of photo thermal emission analysis

PTI-MLA ¼ pulsed thermal imaging multilayer analysis
Q ¼ heat flux
R ¼ thermal resistance
R0 ¼ prescribed thermal property

Re() ¼ real component
Rel ¼ electrical resistance
Rn ¼ thermal resistance heat capacity ratio
Rr ¼ retrieved thermal property
Rs ¼ effective substrate resistance
s ¼ Laplace domain variable
t ¼ time

TBC ¼ thermal barrier coating
TFTCM ¼ thin film thermal conduction meter

Tsub ¼ parent material temperature
TTBC ¼ TBC temperature
TWI ¼ thermal wave interferometry
Wo ¼ Womersley number
x ¼ spatial coordinate in thickness plane direction

YSZ ¼ yttria-stabilized zirconia
a ¼ coating thermal diffusivity
d ¼ penetration depth

DT ¼ temperature rise
D/ ¼ phase error function
d/1 ¼ electromagnetic field-heat generation phase
d/2 ¼ heat generation-parent material temperature phase
d/3 ¼ parent material temperature-TBC temperature phase
l ¼ magnetic permeability
lr ¼ relative permeability
q ¼ density

qel ¼ electrical resistivity
r ¼ electrical conductivity

rx ¼ Standard deviation of frequency
/ ¼ phase

uC ¼ constant phase lag bias
ur ¼ reduced expression of phase
us ¼ the presumably real phase
/D ¼ recurring phase in angle domain
x ¼ angular frequency
x’ ¼ probabilistic frequency value
xm ¼ angular modulation frequency
xn ¼ resulted noisy frequency
xs ¼ desired frequency set value

Oð Þ ¼ magnitude of order

ðÞ
* ¼ vector term

D/ R
*
� ���� ��� ¼ absolute average of phase error functions across all

frequencies
�� ¼ term at Laplace domain

Appendix A

Steady State Boundary Conditions Methods. The thin film
thermal conduction meter (TFTCM) technique [9] is to determine
the thermal conductivity of thin film samples with known
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thicknesses in the range of 50–1000 lm. The specimen is
sandwiched between two thermocouple-instrumented aluminum
slabs. All possible loss mechanisms are isolated by performing the
experiment in a vacuum within a thermally insulated reflective bell
jar. A foil heater located on the bottom slab is used to establish a
thermal equilibrium across the material stack through which the
thermal conductivity can be determined. Thermal conductivities of
four standard thin film materials (Kapton-HN, Kapton-MT, Teflon,
and Borofloat glass) are determined within this experimental
arrangement. The conductivity values are found to be within a
margin of65% with respect to the manufacturer’s quoted values.

Step Change Boundary Conditions Methods. The laser flash
technique is a commonly used method described in the ASTM
E1461, that is useful in determining thermal diffusivity over a large
range of measurement temperatures [4]. The resulting temperature
rise due to laser irradiation is recorded at the rear surface of the
sample and is analyzed by comparing it to a mathematical model for
a semi-infinite specimen exposed to a pulse of surface heating. The
technique is highly sensitive to the uncertainty in the measured
coating thickness, with the error increasing as a response to
thickness rise, thereby confining meaningful results to thin layers
(below 50 lm) [4]. In addition, a 61% deviation in substrate
thickness may affect diffusivity readings by as much as
þ60%/�28% [19]. Measurement accuracy is shown to improve
at higher temperatures, where the sensitivity is reduced due to an
increased substrate-to-coating conductivity ratio [19]. Considering
that the rise time ismeasured at the back of the specimen and that this
method requires a vacuum-inert environment to isolate all other heat
exchange mechanisms, this method cannot be applied in situ.
The Pulsed Thermal Imaging Multilayer Analysis (PTI-MLA) is

another cutting-edge method that relies on thermal pulse input. It
obtains the thermal properties of the TBC from infrared camera
images [10]. The method is based on tracking decaying temperature
in the surface as it passes through the parent material. Although this
scheme is relatively accurate (<3%) and suitable for in situ
applications, the IR camera still needs to be calibrated. The
temperature-wavelength band correction requires initial calibration
at the manufacturer, and a recurring calibration regularly. Addi-
tionally, the TBC specimen has to be coated with a high-emissivity
material (such as graphite).

Periodic Excitation Boundary Conditions Methods. The
3-Omega technique is closely related to the hot-wire and hot-strip
measurements, where a thin metal strip is fabricated on top of the
sample using either photolithography or evaporation through amask
[4]. The metal strip is used as both heater and thermometer
simultaneously. An AC power source with adjustable frequency is
applied to the heater, the temperature response of the element is
determined from the heater resistance, and the thermal conductivity
is derived from the power and the third harmonic of the temperature
or voltage oscillation [4]. This technique is limited to temperatures
below 500 �C, since the ratio of the heat radiated from the surface
and the heat transported through the solid rises significantly with
higher temperatures [4]. Evaluating the accuracy of the 3-Omega
method [20], thermal conductivity of a SiO2 sample is measured
along with two standard materials (Pyroceram 9606 glass ceramic
and Pyrex 7740 borosilicate glass). The acquired data is compared to
the results of an extensive study, despite the large data spread
(
25%), a reasonable correlation is found.
The photo-acousticmethod is thoroughly studied byBennett et al.

[11], based on the theory described in Ref. [21]. This technique is
suggested for acquiring various thermal properties of thin film layers
based on the evaluation of a photo-acoustic signal, which is
generated at the solid–gas interface of a TBC specimen on a
substrate. The surface of the sample is subjected to a frequency-and
amplitude-modulated laser beam, resulting in the generation of
thermal perturbations within the sample. The interference of these
waves affects the amplitude of the thermal response that is

transmitted to the gas within the test chamber, which in turn
initiates a detectable photo-acoustic response. The photo-acoustic
signal is normalized by using the reference signal of a thermally
thick layer of the same material to remove the effects of cell
resonance and microphone response. The thermal diffusivity of the
substrate can be determined from the phase lag between the heat
source and the acoustic wave or from the amplitude ratio of the
sample and the reference. The phase lag method is confined to thin
layers only. According toXu et al. [4], the signal itself ismeasured in
the frequency range of 100–20,000Hz, and the technique is limited
to a surface temperature rise not exceeding 0.5K. Experimental
complexity limits the technique to a laboratory setting and restrict its
applicability to very thin samples with substrates of less than 2.5mm
and TBC layer thickness below 50lm.
In other works, an alternative approach known as the “phase of

photothermal emission analysis” (PopTea) is considered [12]. This
method utilizes harmonic laser heating to interrogate the temper-
ature field via the phase of thermal emission from the coating. In a
similar manner to the previous method, the phase lag between the
input irradiation and output emission measurement is used to derive
material thermal properties. In contrast to other methods, PopTea is
suitable formeasuring the thermal properties of a serviceable engine
part at the intermediate or depot level as it only requires access to the
front surface of a sample. However, it does not allow measurement
in a serviceable engine at the organizational level or at the flight line
on wing due to the complexity of required equipment. Furthermore,
PopTea facilitates the determination of both thermal diffusivity and
effusivity simultaneously by deriving them from the solution to a
heat transfer model that produces temporal temperature distribution
in the coating combinedwith a solution of a linear radiation transport
model producing emission phase. The time-lag of temperature rise
as a response to sample heating is related to the heat transfer length
scale (laser penetration depth and TBC thickness) in addition to the
thermal diffusivity of the material. Both harmonic heating and
concurrent detection are performed from the front surface of the
coating bymeans of laser light and an IR detector, respectively. The
phase difference between the laser and the thermal emission is then
computed for different heating frequencies. The thickness of the
TBC layer needs to be determined in advance by applying another
technique. When the coating thickness exceeds certain limits
(200 lm), the length scale for transient heat diffusion in the
substrate becomes comparable to the laser beam diameter, resulting
in the need for a multidimensional heat transfer model. The method
relies on a substrate with sufficiently high diffusivity (interface
thermal contrast). Comparison with acquired results indicates
reasonable agreement within 20%, as the reference laser flash
measurements exhibit more than a 15% spread [12].
The thermal wave interferometry (TWI) method resembles the

PopTea measurement technique, differing only in the more
simplified radiation model implemented, which assumes independ-
ence of various parameters as a result of a sensitivity analysis.
Thermal ‘waves’ are partially reflected at the coating-substrate
interface and return to produce interference effects at the surface. In
reference to an uncoated surface response, the temperature phase
variations are recorded, from which the thermal diffusivity and
effusivity can be derived. Assessing technique’s sensitivity to
various factors, it is demonstrated that the acquired phase is more
receptive to reflection coefficient than the coating thickness [13].
Compared to laser flash results, the deviations in diffusivity
measurements are within a 3–6% margin, while the variance with
respect to effusivity ranges from 14–71%. Nevertheless, limitations
involving low emissivity coatings preclude the use of this technique
on TBC films in situ.
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